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1. INTRODUCTION
In carrying out fissile material balance in a reptocessing plant
considerable amounts of information and data are required. Since the
collection and use of these data may cause a heavy burden of w'ork on
the control authority it is desirable to find out ways and means in
reducing this work. In this p.aper tvlO possibilities of reduction have
been discussed and analysed. The first possibility deals with composi-
ting individual sanpies obtained from tanks or containers at different
strategie points for the determination of fissile material content. The
second one deals with the use of data obtained by the operator himself for
the determination of fissile material balance in the plant. Possible
applications for the two methods have been shovrn with the help of numeri-
cal examples. Throughput data used for the first strategie point in the
reference case for high plutonium containing fuel, as used in/-I_I form
the basis for the numerical examples.
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2. COMPARISON OF INDIVIDAUL AND CONPOSITE SAHPLING HETIIODS FOR
INDEPENDENT MEASURE}lliNTS
Measurements of throughput form apart of the material balance. As
an example it can be assumed that at the first strategie point in a reprocess-
ing plant, the feed tank will be fi11ed with the fissile material solution
n-times per day (11,=15 fortthe reference case considered here). It is then
possible to carry out the throughput measurement according to the fol10wing
two methods:
(i) For every filling i(l ~ i ~ 11,) the volume v and the concentra-
tion c will be determined individua11y and the result for each
filling will be summed up to obtain the total throughput per
day.
(ii) From each fi11ing i a samp1e will be taken, then all the samples
for the 11, fil1ings will be mixed and from the mixture a single
sample will be taken out to determine the concentration. The
throughput through the feed tank per day will be obtained with
the help of this averaged concentration and the individual volume
measurements.
The conditions, number of chemical analyses required, the differences in the
attainab1e accuracies and the advantages and disadvantages of these two methods
are discussed below.
2.1 Individual sampling method
The extent of efforts for this method is determined by the quality of homo-
geneity assumedfor thesamp1es. It can either be taken for granted that an
a priorihomogeneity exists for all the samp1es or that the effort totest
the homogeneity of the samples is negligible. It can also be assumed that
certain amount of effort will be required to determine the homogeneity. Both
the cases are considered here.
2.1.1 The first case:
In this case it is on1y required tu obtain a single samp1e and determine the
concentration by ana1ysing it twice, for obtaining the estimates for the
meanvalue and the variance. With the resu1ts of the analysis Cl and c2 one
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can calculate the 68 % interval cr after making the t-correction:
cr .' 1.82c
2 1
+ c2 ) - '4 (1)
For subsequent consideration the term relative standard deviationor
relative error oe is defined with th~he1p of the following expression:
ö = cre e (2)
In ease the accuracy of the volumetric determination can be calculated in













is the average concentration and v. is the volume of the solution of tpe
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The effort in that case will be
A ~. 2 n L-Analyses per day;..'/
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The effort for determining the volumes can be neglected for this considera-
tion as in both the cases i.e. for single as weIl as for composite sampling
methods they will be the same.
2.1.2 Secondcase:
In case the test for homogeneity requires efforts that means one has to
make some chemical analyses to determine the homogeneity of the sample, then
the fo1lowing method may be used: This method is devided into three steps
(a) One takes two samples from each filling and analyses each of
these samp1es twice. One can then obtain the values c ll ' c 12
and c 12 ' c22 •






when Scl is the deviation forthe samp1es without t-correction.
(c) One tests then the terms cl and c2 for equality with each other
(for example with'thehelp of t-test).
In case no significant deviation h obtained between these two results one
can then take the solutions to be homogeneous. Then it is possible to utilize
all the 4 resu1ts obtained under (a) and the resu1ting relative standard
(2) j---'
deviation is given inthat case by ö ... ö '/ V 2. (8)
c c
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)~0'12 (ö • / 2 + Ö ) • (c. v . (10)C1. v 1. 1.1. ...
One can see that the absolute standard deviation in this case will be
slight1y better but the effort required will be higher and is given by
A ~ 4 n.
In case the results of the two samples deviate significantly, the test
has to be repeated with new samples.
2.2 Composite samplingmethod
In this case following points have to be considered in some more detail.
2.2.1 The influence of the diffrences in the individual volumes
of the solution in the tank.
2.2.2 The influence of homogeneity in case additional chemical
ana1yses are required.
2.2.1 The inf1uence of differences in the vo1umes of solution
The total amount of fissile material passed through a tank in a day can








This sum has to be expressed as a function of theaverage concentration c
which has been estimated from the mixture of all the samples.
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(12)
This equation is however on1y valid if
(13)
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c. v. ~ n c v,
~ ~
if and (14)
• •• ~v •
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Since the exact sequence of the volumes and the concentration are not
known it is not possible to say whether the fissile material amounts
calculated by equations 12 - 14 represent an upper or a lower limit of
the actual value. This is because of the fact, that the individual concen-
trat ions are not known. Therefore it is not possible to utilizc the mcthod
of composi te sampling in general. HOvlever, this mcthod can be utilized
in case the following two conditions are fulfilled:
(a) All the volumes v. must be constant v .... v.
1 ~
The volume can however be measured with the relative standard
deviation ofov just as the measurement of the conceutrations
may also be associated with the· relative standard deviation
of 0-
c
(b) The volume of all the sampies mustbe the same.
in case these two conditions are fulfilled the total fissile material flow
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(15)
The effort in this case will then be remarkab1y low, narnely
A ~ 2,
as the representative sampie from the mixture has to be analysed twice.
2.2.2 The influence of homogeneity
In case it is required to test the homogeneity of the samples the same
method as discussed under 2.1.2 can be utilized to test it. In ease there
is no significant deviation as a result of the t-test the total fissile
7
material f10w ean be ea1eu1ated:
1/2
(16)
(a) 0, ~ 15 fillings
(b) M- 70 kg Pu/day
(e) The relative standard
In this ease the effort will be
A ~ 4.
In ease there isa significant deviation as a result of the two tests the
method of eomposite samp1eean not be utilized for the estimationof the
material balance without·the use of data from the operator.
This will be diseussed in detail under ehapter 3 of this paper.
2.3 Numerieal results
To eomparethe various efforts and the attainable absolute standard devia-
tions for the two eases diseussedabove a numerieal e~ample has been ealeu~
1ated with the reference ease mentioned in L-1J. Following assumptions
have beeIl, made:
deviations for the eoneentration and the volume-
trie measurements will vary in such a manner that the following three
overall relative standard deviations ö will be obtained:
e.1 ö .. 0.7 %
e
thus
cS - 0.7 %v





cS .. 1.4 %
c
15 ... 0.45 %
c
cS .. 1~4 %; ö .. 2 %v
cS ... 0.35 %;15 .. 0.5 %v
With these assumption,s the values on the effort on analysesand the absolute
standard deviations in kgPu!dayhave beeIl, ca1eulated for the reference case
and given in tab1e 1.
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2.4 Conc1usions
On the basis of the numerical va1ues presented in tab1e I fo11owing
conc1usions can be drawn:
(i) The'advantage of the composite samp1ingmethodover the
single sampling method lies in a considerab1y lower effort for
the former. This effort is approximate1y 1/15 of that required
for the single samp1ing methode
(ii) One disadvantage of thecomposite samplingmethod lies in the
fact thatit has got a 'higherabso1utestandard deviation than
that obtained in the single sampling methode For the reference
case this is 3.8. In genera1thereduction inthe accuracy is
given by ~ where n represents the number of fillings. An
increase in the number of ~amp1es from the mixture gives only
a small improvement in the absolute standard of deviation as
only the absolute deviation of the concentration measurement
is improved.
(iii) The main disadvantage of the composite sampling method lies
in the fact that in case of inhomogeneity among the various
samp1es no proper statement can be made. In that case a repro-
duction of the samp1es cannot be undertaken as all the fi11ings
wou1d have a1ready been sent into the plant. Rowever,as will
be shown in the next chapter this method in combination with
the data from the operators tan be quite an effective one for
the establishment of themateria1 balance.
3. USE OF OPERATOR'S DATA
The control authority can establish amateria1 balance according to the
fo11owing two methods:
(i) Through independent measurement without considering the
dat~ obtained bythe operator.
(Li) After consideration of the operator's data. Ascan be expected
this method requires a 1ess effort on the part of the control
authority and may even be more accurate. However, these data
have to be controlled by statistical means.
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The first ease was eonsidered under 2. The possibi1ity of using the
operator's data has been discussed below. In developing the relevant
equations the following assumptionshave been made; -
(i) -One tank whieh may
filled n-times per
having a volume of
e . (l -~ i ~ n).
1.
be at the first strategie point will be
day withafissile material solution
v. (1 {- i -~ n) and with a concentration
1
(ii) The operator carries out a material balance for his o~..n purpose
aeeording to the single sampling method diseussed in 2.1 with
the standard deviations and the efforts diseussed there.
(iii) The objeetive of the eontrol of the operator's data will be to
state with a proba.bility P (at level of significauee) on
(a) P • 80 %
(b) P • 90 %
(e) p = 99 %
that these data do not eoincide with the dataobt:ained by the
controller for the same purpose.
A significant deviation of the operator's data from the eontrol1er's data
would mean that the operator has tried to falsify his own data to camouflage
a scheduled diversion of fissile material.
In ease the operator would plan a diversion he would either try to reduee
the values at the strategie point at the entranee of the plant or try to
increase the values at the strategie point at the exit of the plant.
Therefore to control the operator's data it will be neeessary and suffieient
to earry o~t a one-sided test namely
(i) To test for a lower limit at the strategie point at
the entranee of the plant
(ii) and to test for the upper limit at the strategie point
at the exit of the plant.
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The problem is to find out the extend of effort required in analysing the
samples and also to establish a method for determining the possibility
with which the operator can falsify his data expressed in kg Pu/day as
a function of the standard deviation and the confidence level (which may
be considered to be an index for the reliance placed on the operator's
data) before the control authority can state that falsification has taken
place and that the operator's data can be rejected.
In case the inspector proposes to utilize the operator's data he has to
bring forth two types of reliance towards the operator. These two relian-
ces are discussed below. For the single sampling method both the reliances
are required, whereas for the composite sampling method only the second
type is necessary.
In developing the controlling method twoc.8ses have to be distinguished
from each other:
3.1 Control with the he1p of single sampling methods
3.2 Contro1 with the help of composite sampling methods
3.1 Single sampling method
In this method m sampies from n tank fillings (m( n) will be controlled.
With m = n samples controlled, the inspector perforrns an independent material
balance as shown in 2.1 and with m • 0 the inspector only uses the operator's
data without any control and any effort. The number m of samples controlled
by the inspector depends of course on the re1iance of the first type which
the inspector p1aces on the operator I S data-.
3.1.1 Re1iance of the first type
Two methods can be considered to define the re1iance of the first typ~:
(i) First model: Under the assumption, that the operator fa1sifies
q frox"n n tank fillings, the reliance Rn may be defined:
R)) = 1- PI) (n, m, q) (lß)
where PI) is the probability, that the inspector detects
exactly this q fa1sifications.




~ 1;1Pu (n, q) . Cl - _. ml (n-q) IIn, = - - .. ...
(~) (:)
nl (m";'q) I
The upper limit of this function is:
PlI (n, m, q) .. m/n for q ... 1
and this gives:
R11 3: 1
m exact1y R11 =1




Equ. (19) shows the higher the probability of detection,the lower
isthe reliance which the i llspector places on the gperator's data.
(ii) Second model: Under the same assumption about q as shown in(i),
the reliance may be defined:
R12 ... 1 - P12 (n, m, q) (22)
where Pl2 (n,m, q) is theprobability, that the inspector detects
at. least~ of this falsific.ations q.











(n-m) I (n-q) I
(n-m-q) I- nl
(23)
P .. 1 -
12
and therefore:
(l1-m)(n-m-l) (n-m-2) ••• ~(n-m-q+l)
n(n-1)(n-2) •••••• (n-q+1)
(n-m) (n-m-l) •••• (n-m-q+l)
n (n-l)(n-2) ••• (n-q+l)
(24)




are shown as a func-
tion of n for n .. 15, q ... 1 and q .. 2. For q .. 1 the two models are
equiva1ent, but for q > 1 the second model needs a significantly lower
degree of re1iance.
There is however a possibility, that the inspector has to reject the
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operator' s data because of a significant deviation fromhis own results.
In case of such a rejection the inspector has the possibility of analysing
a11 the n sampies to establish. his own material balance andthen he does
not use the operator's data.
3.1.2 Reliance of the second type
The reliance of the first type does not give ~ criterion on the basis of
which the operator's data can be rejected. A suitablecriterion for this
rejection can be given by performing a weIl known test of significance L 2_7
which is discussed below. The level of significance of sucha test may be
called as the reliance of the second type. Such a test can be carried out
for the reference case with the assumption that the relative error eS of
analyses for both the operator and" the inspectorare thesame. The idea
in performing such a test iSt that before the inspector can make a state-
ment about a falsification t he must nave a certain degree of confidence S
in the measured difference between his data and the operator's data. This
means that the inspector would accept the dataof the operator even if he
finds a difference between his and the operator's data. This difference is
a function of the confidence Sand the variancesof the two measurements.
This test can be performed in the following stages:
(i) Each fromthis m sampies controlled has to be analysed twice and
the results maybercII and c 12•
(ii) The corresponding values of the operator's analyses may be
c21 andc22 •
(iii) The inspector calculates the sampie means and sampie variances:
XI
1
(CI I + c 12)
...
2
2 I 2 2, -2 (25)(! ... (", . '" - y"'I 2 '-I r . -12 ~ "1
and





(iv) Norma11y the real variances of the analyses 0) and 0z will be
known by prior know1edge, that one has to test the correspondence
be~ween these variances 0I Z and 022 and the sampie variances 8)Z and
8Z obtained by the actua1 measurements. Therefore one performs first1y





accQrding to a x2-distribution with 1 degree of fre"edom. The corres-
pondence can be accepted if the following conditions are fulfilled:
(27)
(28)
, h 1 f h Z d' 'b' h1.8 t e va ue 0 . t e. X - 1strlut10n at t e upper
significance level (e.g. 95 %)
is the value ofthe i-distribution at the lower-S-
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where
If these conditions are fu1filled, then one can ca1culate with
°12 and 0zZ respective1y and one can perform the next stage for










is the combined variance and
U(S) the va1ue Qf the normal distribution at the level of significance s.
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If condition (29) is fulfilled, then it can be assumed, that the corres-
ponding measurements do not differ significantlyand the operator's data
can be accepted.
The results of such a test expressedassignificant deviation in kg Pu/day
as a function of relative error 0, for reliance of the first type R11-R}2-0 %
are presented in table 111.
The numerical values" presented in table IU show for examplethat before
the controller can state with a probability of 99.9 % thatthe datapre-
sented by the operator have been falsified, the operator can falsify his
data up to a value of 0.79 kg Pu/day with a relative error of = 1 %.
One can consider the reliance pf the second type to be proportional with the
statistical confidence S.
It can easily be shown that for a given statistical confidence S the amount
Q given in table ur for the case of R} i =0 is indirect1y proportionalto
l-R1i (i= 1 or 2) so that the factor Q(S) I 1-Rti is the amount by which the
operatorcati falsify his databefore the controller candetect it with the
statistica1 confidence S. The different va1ues of Q(S) I l~Rli are given in
tab1e IV for a relative standard deviation of 1 % and for both the models
with q '"' 1 for the first model or the second model and with q > I for the
second model only.
It can be seen that by reducing the number of samples M the effort spent
by the controller on analyses will be re'duced. However, with decreasing
number of samples the amount which can be falsified by the operator be-
fore the controller can detect it with a chosen statistica1 confidence
is increased. It can be seen, too, that the second model for the single
sampling model is more efficient or equa1 to the first model if the opera-
tor performs q > 1 falsifications.
3.2 Control of operator's data with the composite samp1ing method
In case the twoconditions required for carrying out this method are fu1-
fi11ed the composite samp1ing method can also be used but it presents a
slight1y different situation. As has been shown in chapter 2.2, in case the
controller does not use operator's data he has to take two mixtures and
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analyse them to test for homogeneity. In case the controller uses the
operator's data on1y one mixture has to be prepared as the controller can
test the results with the data obtained from the operator. Since all the
fi11ings are contro1ledthe probability P is always 100 % so that no re-
liance of the first type and only that of the second type has to be con-
sidered. The corresponding data as shown in table IV are summarized and
given in table V for this methode In this case it should howevcr be noted
that two different relative standard deviatiuns, one for the operator oB
and one for the controller 0K have been considered for the measurement
accuracy.
3.3 Conclusion...
On the basis of the results shown ~n table V the followingconclusions can
be drawn.
The operator's data can be utilized hy the controller for
establishing his own material balance provided the following
three conditions are fulfilled:
(a) The data of the operator have to be controlled by the
reliance of the first and the second type.
(b) The required standard deviation for the test has to be
guaranteed.
(c) It has to be clarified what type of measure whould be taken
in case the data from the operator deviate significantly
from those of the controller.
In case these conditions are fulfilled the utilization of orerator's data
offers the following advantages over the case in which completely independent
measurements are carried out by the controller for the establishment of the
material balance.
(i) The effort required for carrying out chemical analyses is
considerably less.
(ii) In case no significant deviation exists between the operator's
and the controller's data, the use of the former improves the
absolute standard deviation in kg Pu/day of the controller's
measurement compared to an independent material balance by the
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single sampling methode This improvement is about 5 % in the
case of the composite sampling method and about 30 % in the case
of the single sampling method if the operator's data are utilized.
But the analytical effort required for the composite sampling
method using the operator's data will be only 6.7 % of the effort
required for an independent measurement. For a single sampling
method the effort will be the same.
(iii) The composite sampling method shows some disadvantages if used
by the controller for the establishment of an independent material
balance. This method can however be utilized in combination with
operator's data effectively because the values of possible falsi-
fication in the operator's data can be regulated by a-proper choice
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TAßLE I!. RELIANCE OF THE FIRST TYPE RJ J AND RI2 FOR SINGLE S.MfPLING
METHOD USING OPERATOR'S DATA











































TAßLE 111. SlGNIFICANT AMOUNTS Q (S) INKG PU /DAY (For R. 0 %)
FOR THE SINGLE SAMPLING METHOD USING OPERATOR' SDATA
Statistical confidenee S 99.9 % 95 % 90 % 80%
Relative standard
deviation Ö 1 % 0.79 0.425 0.33 0.21
0.5 % 0.39 0.21 0.16 0.11
2 % 1.58 0.84 0.65 0.43
TABLE IV. SIGNIFICANT AMOUNTS Q (SI Ri ) IN KG PU/DAY FOR THE SINGLE













Model. 1 Model 2
01' for
Model 2
q • 1 q » 1
100 % 0 0 each falsification possib1e
80 % 6 ~ 4 3.95 2.1 1.7 1.1
60 % 12 ~ 8 1.97 1.1 0.83 0.53
40 % 28 {12 1.31 0.7 0.5'5, 0.35
20 % 24 ~16 0.98 0.53 0.41· 0.26
0 % 30 30 0.79 0.42 0.33- 0.21
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"reliance type 2" 99.9 95 90 80
OB • °K • 1 % 2.23 1.18 0.93 0.61
° • 1 % 1.22 0.64 0.5 0.33B
0K • 0.5 %
oB • 1 % 4.36 2.31 1.81 1.2
°K • 2 %
oB = °K • 0.5 % 1.1 0.59 0.46 0.3
oB • 1 % 0.8 0.42 0.33 0.22
öl{ • 0.25 %
Effort in chemical ana1yses . A } 2.
-20-
TABLE VI. VALUES OF (m'..,.l)AS A FuNCTION OFm ANDTliE RELIANCE OF THE
SECOND TYPE
m 3 6 9 12 15
2/87.5 4/90. 6/91- 8/93.0 10/94.0




where: 2/87.5 means m'-1 ~ 2 and reliance • 87.5 %
Appendix.
Additional considerations f()r the \lSe of operator'sdata.
It was indicated in '3.1 thatthe inspector ctln use the operator' s
data and improve his owntesults controilingm frotnri tank. fillings •
He has toassign acertaindegree ofrelian.ceof 'the first and the
second type to the operätor's"data. tn tableIVof thetext, themaximum
amounts havebeen pre;~ntedwhici.rthe 'operatorcan falsify .before his
data arerejected onaccountof the reli'artce of thesecO'ndtype.
In reality, the possibility for the operator to falsify is much less be-
cause of the fact that these maximum amounts which can be falsified~ can
be obtained onlyif·all the.operator'$ datahavelower valuesthan those
of the inspectors.This eventhasave'ry 10w probability under the c011.-
didon that nofalisficationhast8:kenplace. Therefore". an additional
test can beconstructedonaccount ofthis.verylollTprobabilityofsuch
events,to reduce theamountswhichthe operatorcan falsify.
The probability W,th,at frommsampies cOfltrolled, m'< m or more sampies
have a negative diffeJ;~t1.c~ (~.g~ the inspect.or' s measurement i8 hf.gher
th~ that of the, opera~or) und.erthe condition that no falsification has
taken place, ean be calculated with the help of the binominal distribution:






The pJ;obability.p,}or .the .occurance· of one ne.gative. diffeJ;ence isp= /2








The probability, that'from m =15sanuHes controlled ,more than ör equal
m' = 11 sampIes haveaneg~fivediff~rence,ieW =6 %.
On the basis of this relationship the following test can be performed by
the inspector:
-2-
i. A level of significance S a 1 - a has to be defined.
ii. If an event occurs whose probability was less than a
the operator'sdata are rejected.
Fo110wing the definition of the re1iance ofthe second typeone can
extend this definition for the special case considered here. The re-
liance of. the second type was de.fined in the text to be proportional
to the level of significance Sof a significance test. Eut the test:
mentioned. a.bove isasignificance test too andtherefore,by the same
reliance of the second type the Jeve1 ofsignlt'icance in the. test men-
tioned a~ove can also be estab1ished.
For ,exa,mp1e:
If the inspector controls m a 12fronl n .. 15 tank fillingsandif he
assigns to theoperator's data·a reliance of the second type,say 93 %,
than he first1yhas to test· each ofthem samplesat the .significance
1eve1·of93 %. Undertheassumption that·theoperator's dataare not
rejected duringthis first test the inspector still canreject the
operator's data, in carrying out the second test, descriped above, if
for examp1e the event occurs that in ro' ~9 cases the va1ueS of the
measureinents of the operator are 1ess than the inspector's values,
because of the fact, that the probability of such events isW ~ 1 ~ 0.93-7%.
For different va1ues of m, the limits of rejection ofthe operator's
data for this second,test,are presented intab1e VI as a function of
the re1iance of the second type.
Tab1e VI shows for example that if fromm a 9 sampies control1ed, for
up ti116. samp1es a negativ differE!tlceisobtained/are1iance of 91 %
is necessary. 4hat means, if the reliance for this test has been taken
to be 91 % and if m' • 7 or more, negative differences are obtained,
the inspector has to reject the operator'sdata and cannot use these
data for his material balance.
These considerations can also be app1ied to the compostte samp1ing
method, but the inspector hasthen to wait a number of m days before
he can perform such a test.
